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You can have a Desktop Gremlin sitting on your desk in just a few short minutes! Print this page on glossy photo paper (for best results) a
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Make your “charm” cut
by adding a curved slot
on the matching tentacle
as shown above. Then cut
out a charm below and
nestle it into this new slot.

See how you rotated this page
around to read this text more easily?
The same rule applies to
scissor cutting. Rotate the
Whiz! PAPER while cutting–not the
scissors–and you’ll get pro-looking
edges (and impress your friends)!

This gremlin has a secret
slot that you can cut to
add a unique “charm” to
your sculpture!

Foreground piece

INSTRUCTIONS

1) Trim out the 3 pieces that form
your gremlin on the GRAY outline
border of each shape. Don’t forget to cut the assembly slots in
each piece. 2) Roll the “base” piece into a loop-type shape and
secure by sliding the two vertical BLACK slots into each other.
3) Insert the “background” and “foreground” pieces into the
base by aligning the corresponding ORANGE and GREEN slots.

Base piece

Background piece
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Emerging from the deepest depths of the darkest sea, “The Octopus” can now be
unleashed onto your desk to help you multi task like never before. He’s a bit spooky at
first glance, but you’ll soon realize his softer side and grow to love him. He’s prone to
jealously and sometimes a bit “clingy.” But take wonder in his ability to clean up your
spills, organize your paperclips and protect your precious diary or computer equipment.
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